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Available in multiple flange styles to meet various

panel design requirements.

Optional, internal, fully automatic shutter 

mechanisms on both sides of the adapter 

to assist in eye safety requirements.

Shutter requires no manual actuation.

Flange on die-cast version completely covers panel

cutout.

Meets IEC 1754-7 and TIA/EIA FOCIS 5 

standards.

Accepts industry standard MPO/MTP® interfaces.

Features

MPO Die-cast Adapter 

The MT ferrule has changed fiber optic packaging 

dramatically with the increase in density up to 24 fibers in a

single connector.  With this density increase, 

performance cannot afford to be compromised.

That is why Amphenol developed the 955 series MPO

adapter family.  Made in both die-cast and industry compliant

thermoplastics, the MPO adapter is precision manufactured to

insure intermateability with industry standard assemblies and

connectors.  Available with various flange styles, Amphenol

MPO adapters are able to meet the challenges and 

mechanical requirements of highly dense system designs while

maintaining industry standard footprints.

The die-cast version was designed to meet the growing need

for connectors to assist in preventing excessive EMI leaks from

front panels in telecommunication and data communication

equipment.  As these devices become faster and more dense,

this type of protection becomes more important for overall 

system performance.  The 360-degree outside flange 

completely covers the panel cutout to insure minimal leaks

inherent to front panel designs.  Amphenol's MPO die-cast

adapter is constructed with a one-piece body featuring a solid

backwall with a "window" to allow the mating of the MT 

ferrules.  This minimizes the aperture of the adapter for 

additional EMI protection.

An optional innovative feature of Amphenol MPO adapters is

the  fully automatic shutter.  This internal shutter mechanism,

located on both sides of the adapter, requires no manual 

actuation to receive the benefit of eye safety by simply 

inserting the MPO connector. The unique stepped design of the

shutter prevents the ferrule endface from making contact with

the shutter while mating the connector.

The flexible and practical design features, coupled with

Amphenol's MPO cable assemblies, provide the perfect multi-

fiber interconnect solution.

MPO Adapters

® MTP is a registered trademark of US Conec

MPO Plastic Adapter 
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MPO Adapters

Die-cast Adapters
Part # Description Housing Color
955-121-5010 MPO Die-cast adapter, standard flange metallic
955-121-5110 MPO Die-cast adapter, standard flange, with shutters metallic

955-121-5020 MPO Die-cast adapter, rotated flange metallic
955-121-5120 MPO Die-cast adapter, rotated flange, with shutters metallic

955-121-5030 MPO Die-cast adapter, reduced flange metallic
955-121-5130 MPO Die-cast adapter, reduced flange, with shutters metallic

Plastic Adapters
Part # Description Housing Color
955-120-5010 MPO Adapter, standard flange black
955-120-5110 MPO Adapter, standard flange, with shutters black

955-120-5020 MPO Adapter, rotated flange black
955-120-5120 MPO Adapter, rotated flange, with shutters black

955-120-5030 MPO Adapter, reduced flange black
955-120-5130 MPO Adapter, reduced flange, with shutters black

955-120-5040 MPO Adapter, rotated reduced flange black
955-120-5140 MPO Adapter, rotated reduced flange, with shutters black

MPO Adapter Specifications

MPO Die-cast Adapter 

MPO Plastic Adapter 

Durability: < 0.3dB change, 500 mating cycles

Operating Temperature: -40 to +75ºC

Storage Temperature: -40 to +85ºC

Intermateability: IEC 1754-7 compliant. Meets TIA/EIA FOCIS 5 mating standards.

Intermateable with NTT compatible MPO products.

Common Specifications

MPO Adapter Ordering Information
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Ordering Information

LX.5 Mechanical Dimensions

ZIRCONIA FERRULE

Connector (1.70mm): 

961-1XX-5XXX

Adapter
(with screw mount flange):

961-120-5XXX

LX.5 Connectors
Recommended 

Part # Description Cable Diameter Body Color Boot Color
961-103-5006 LX.5 APC connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule 1.70mm green green
961-103-5106 LX.5 APC connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule 2.0mm green green
961-103-5206 LX.5 APC connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule 900µm green green
961-111-5006 LX.5 singlemode connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule, tunable 1.70mm blue blue
961-111-5106 LX.5 singlemode connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule, tunable 2.0mm blue blue
961-111-5206 LX.5 singlemode connector, 126µm zirconia ferrule, tunable 900µm blue blue
961-101-5007 LX.5 multimode connector, 127µm zirconia ferrule 1.70mm beige beige
961-101-5107 LX.5 multimode connector, 127µm zirconia ferrule 2.0mm beige beige
961-101-5207 LX.5 multimode connector, 127µm zirconia ferrule 900µm beige beige

Accessories
Part # Description
961-0001 Duplex clip, singlemode, blue
961-0002 Duplex clip, multimode, beige
961-0003 Duplex clip, APC, green

LX.5 Adapters
Alignment Flange Housing

Part # Description Sleeve Material Type Color
961-120-5001 LX.5 APC duplex, shuttered adapter zirconia screw mount green
961-120-5002 LX.5 APC duplex, shuttered adapter zirconia small flange green
961-120-5101 LX.5 singlemode duplex, shuttered adapter zirconia screw mount blue
961-120-5102 LX.5 singlemode duplex, shuttered adapter zirconia small flange blue
961-120-5211 LX.5 multimode duplex, shuttered adapter phosphor bronze screw mount beige
961-120-5212 LX.5 multimode duplex, shuttered adapter phosphor bronze small flange beige
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MPO Adapter Line Drawings

955-120-5X10

955-120-5X30

955-120-5X40

955-121-5X10

955-121-5X20

955-121-5X30

MPO Plastic AdaptersMPO Die-cast Adapters

955-120-5X20
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